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Fire-breathing land - Argentina - Brazil tour 11 days, Abasto

Seller Info

Universe Travel & Business

Universe Travel

Universe Travel & Business

Travel company, tour operator in the USA since 2023.

The company's agents and employees have experience in

tourism since 2008.

The main activities:

- Package tours to the USA, excursions, transport and other

travel services.

- Individual and group tours in Florida and the USA.

- Drawing up individual routes and programs.

- Reception and service groups.

- Organization of corporate events, seminars, conferences,

exhibitions.

- Booking hotels, cruises, airline tickets.

- Concierge services.

- Providing ITBP platform B2B + B2C
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Listing details

Common

DESCRIPTION: Tour program

1 day - Buenos Aires

Arrival in Buenos Aires. Transfer with a Russian-speaking guide and

accommodation at the hotel.

 

Day 2 - Buenos Aires

 

Breakfast in the hotel. Excursion around Buenos Aires accompanied by a

Russian-speaking guide: City tour (half day)

This tour will give you the opportunity to get to know the multifaceted life of

the city and its inhabitants. You will see the symbol of the city, the 67-meter

obelisk standing on the widest street in the world, 9 July Avenue. You will see

the extraordinary square on Plaza de Mayo, as well as Saint Martin's Square,

Congress Square, Corrientes Avenue Mayo and much more. You will visit the

historical areas of La Boca, San Telmo and Montserrat and the elegant and

prestigious areas of Palermo and Roseleta. The tour program includes a visit to

the modern areas of the city: Puerto Madero and the Lezama and 3 February

parks.

The day's program ends with a visit to the financial and commercial center of

the city and the football stadium.

In the evening, attend an unforgettable tango show with dinner. (Group tour

without guide)

 

Day 3 - Buenos Aires - Calafate

 

Breakfast in the hotel. Private transfer without a guide to the airport for flight

to Calafate. Arrival in Calafate. Individual transfer with driver to the hotel.
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Day 4 - Calafate

 

Breakfast in the hotel. Group excursion to the Perito Moreno glacier with an

English-speaking guide.

The Perito Moreno Glacier is a gigantic, majestic ice river 100 km long, more

than 60 m high and about 4 km wide, which slowly slides from the peaks of the

Andes into the waters of Lake Argentine. Hundreds of thousands of tourists

from all over the world come here to admire the fascinating spectacle of how

the ice walls of the glacier collapse with a dull powerful roar and slowly go

under the water, raising huge waves.

 

Day 5 - Calafate - Iguazu

 

Breakfast in the hotel. Private transfer without a guide to the airport for flight

to Iguazu.

Meeting with the driver and transfer to the selected hotel.

Additionally, you can book an excursion to the Argentine side of the waterfalls

(165 U$ /pax) Excursion to the Argentine waterfalls accompanied by a guide.

We will take a walk to the National Park and admire the waterfalls from special

observation platforms located high above them. Multi-ton streams of water

form a huge number of waterfalls of various shapes and heights, over which

multi-colored rainbows hang. The impressions from this spectacle will remain

with you for the rest of your life. Particularly impressive is the waterfall called

Devil's Throat, which is the largest of the waterfalls. The national park covers

an area of 55,500 hectares, which preserves a diverse and unique flora and

fauna unique to this region.

 

Day 6 - Iguazu

 

A rich excursion program awaits you. The Foz de Iguassu waterfalls, located

on the border of Brazil, Argentina and Paraguay, are 275 huge streams of water

falling from a terrible height. The waterfalls are located in a national park with
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unique flora and fauna; they arose as a result of a volcanic eruption and

displacement of earth layers. The name of the waterfalls translated from

Guaranese means “big water”. 275 waterfalls, each of which has its own name,

crash down into the Devil's Throat gorge. The contrast between the calm and

even lazy flow of the waters of the Iguassu River above the waterfalls and the

powerful overthrow of seething streams of water from a height of 72 meters

into the abyss is amazing. You can stand for hours without stopping,

contemplating this spectacle and thinking about the splendor and eternity of

our universe. (With a Russian-speaking guide)

 

Day 7 - Iguazu - Rio de Janeiro

 

Breakfast. Transfer to the airport for flight to Rio de Janeiro. Arrival at Rio de

Janeiro airport. Transfer to the hotel. We spend the rest of the day at our

discretion. Maybe someone will want to quickly see and feel the vibrant life of

the city. And someone wants to be alone with themselves, then there is always

a corner somewhere between palm trees, sand and ocean waves.

 

Day 8 - Rio De Janeiro

 

Breakfast in the hotel. Half-day excursion to Sugar Loaf with a

Russian-speaking guide. The first stop will be on Mount Urca, which has a

wide observation deck where you can have a snack in a restaurant or bar. On

Sugar Loaf Mountain itself there is a smaller platform, but it offers a beautiful

view of Rio, Copacabana beach, the bay, the surrounding mountains, islands in

the ocean, the Niteroi Bridge, and the statue of Christ.

Then by car you will go to the central areas of old Rio, where you will admire

several ancient churches, monasteries, the main Cathedral of the city, as well as

buildings built in the colonial style.

 

Day 9 - Rio De Janeiro
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After breakfast we go on a city tour with a Russian-speaking guide. Where you

will admire several ancient churches, monasteries, the main Cathedral of the

city, as well as buildings built in the colonial style. Arrive at the station where

the open-air, eco-friendly train takes off and heads through the jungle to the top

of Corcovado Hill. On both sides of the railway there are breathtaking views of

the Tijuca forest, home to monkeys and other exotic animals and birds. On top

of the Corcovado hill, 700 m above sea level

Departure city: Buenos Aires

Posted: Mar 30, 2019

calendar

EVENT DATE: from Nov 30, 1999 to Nov 30, 1999

Others dates of tour.: по запросу / by request

TOUR PRICE

Location

Itinerary: Array

Country: Argentina

Region: Buenos Aires

CITY: Abasto

Important
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